
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This new alarm, coming just at the uncertain period of their struggle, was
_________ enough to strike despair to the hearts of all.
1.

quite

There was but one light under the roof of that part of the station where a
young man was standing, looking _________ sulkily up and down.
2.

rather

John judiciously, but _________ reluctantly, ceased smoking and put away
his pipe, not knowing what kind of reception he might have if he appeared
amongst these strangers with a pipe in his mouth.

3. rather

But she was _________ right; this is the sort of lady that I'm fit for.4. quite

Some say he kissed her, but as nobody saw it, and she never told, we
cannot be _________ sure of the fact.
5.

quite

It was that horrid feeling of when one has not been kind and not
_________ true, yet might have been kinder if one had been still less true.
6.

quite

The lines of his face appeared to droop, as she had rarely seen them, and
he stood to one side, _________ moodily, as if in contemplation of his
companions.

7.
rather

With her dark eyes, her dark, _________ coarse hair, which she wore
parted in the middle over a low forehead, and her white, unusually colorless
skin, she suggested a foreigner.

8. rather

He had a commanding presence, a clear but somewhat feeble voice, and
in later life became _________ corpulent.
9.

rather

His eyes were dark and _________ deeply set, while his mouth was
narrow and refined, with a dimple in the centre of his chin.
10. rather

Victor scanned Frank's clothes with a critical, and evidently _________
contemptuous, glance.
11. rather

Fitz nodded his head in curt but _________ sinister approval.12. rather
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He used to understand _________ queer things like that so quickly,
though we counted him stupid in some ways.
13. rather

_________ haughtily, therefore, she turned, and for a second his eyes
met hers, bringing a quick, disturbing memory which she could in no way
place.

14. Rather

She treats him _________ scornfully, being averse to his peculiar style of
love-making, and the French phrases with which he adorns his speeches and
which she does not understand.

15. rather

After a _________ depressing meal, Eva got up and went to bed, as she
said; at all events, she retired to her room.
16. rather

By and by he _________ doubtfully opened the throttle to its widest.17. rather

I fear I shall be thought _________ tedious in relating the disastrous
events at this place; but we must take the gall with the honey.
18. rather

He cut in _________ harshly on the other's lamentations.19. rather

After all he had heard of mines and shafts, it was _________
disappointing to him to see only a great, square hole leading down into the
depths of the earth.

20. rather
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